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Living Islam Out Loud

2012-04-03

living islam out loud presents the first generation of american
Mending a Torn World

2015-02-19

2015 Israel Fishman Non Fiction Award presented by the Stonewall Books Awards of the American Library Association. Muhsin is one of the organizers of Al Fitra Foundation, a South African support group for lesbian, transgender, and gay Muslims. Islam and homosexuality are seen by many as deeply incompatible. This according to Muhsin is why he had to act. I realized that I'm not alone; these people are going through the very same things that I'm going through. But I've managed because of my in-depth relationship with God to reconcile the two. I was completely comfortable saying to the world that I'm gay and I'm Muslim. I wanted to help other people to get there so that's how I became an activist living out Islam. Documents the rarely heard voices of Muslims who live in secular democratic countries and who are gay, lesbian, and transgender. It weaves original interviews with Muslim activists into a compelling composite picture which showcases the importance of the solidarity of support groups in the effort to change social relationships and achieve justice. This nascent movement is not
about being out as opposed to being in the closet rather as the voices of these activists demonstrate it is about finding ways to live out islam with dignity and integrity reconciling their sexuality and gender with their faith and reclaiming islam as their own

Living Out Islam

2014

2015 israel fishman non fiction award presented by the stonewall books awards of the american library association muhsin is one of the organizers of al fitra foundation a south african support group for lesbian transgender and gay muslims islam and homosexuality are seen by many as deeply incompatible this according to muhsin is why he had to act i realized that i m not alone these people are going through the very same things that i m going through but i ve managed because of my in depth relationship with god to reconcile the two i was completely comfortable saying to the world that i m gay and i m muslim i wanted to help other people to get there so that s how i became an activist living out islam documents the rarely heard voices of muslims who live in secular democratic countries and who are gay lesbian and transgender it weaves original interviews with muslim activists into a compelling composite picture which showcases the importance of the solidarity of support groups in the effort to change social relationships and achieve justice this nascent movement is not about being out as opposed to being in the closet rather as the voices of these activists demonstrate it is about finding ways to live out islam with dignity and integrity reconciling their sexuality and gender with their faith and reclaiming islam as their own
forged in the age of empire the relationship between islam and liberalism has taken on a sense of urgency today when global conflicts are seen as pitting one against the other more than describing a civilizational fault line between the muslim world and the west however this relationship also offers the potential for consensus and the possibility of moral and political engagement or compatibility the existence or extent of this correspondence tends to preoccupy academic as much as popular accounts of such a relationship this volume looks however to the way in which muslim politics and society are defined beyond and indeed after it reappraising the first wave of islamic liberalism during the nineteenth century the book describes the long and intertwined histories of these categories across a large geographical expanse by drawing upon the contributions of scholars from a variety of disciplines including philosophy theology sociology politics and history it explores how liberalism has been criticised and refashioned by muslim thinkers and movements to assume a reality beyond the abstractions that define its compatibility with islam

stoning slavery honour killings homosexuality in the context of islam these topics are frequently discussed but little understood when debated such emotive issues often spark heated argument
rather than reasoned deliberation in this lucid and carefully constructed collection of essays feminist academic Dr Kecia Ali examines classical Muslim texts and tries to evaluate whether a just system of sexual ethics is possible within an Islamic framework seeking to avoid polemical argument. Ali inspects key themes such as consent and control which are crucial to any understanding of either traditional Islamic sexual ethics or the possibilities for progressive transformation in these ideals suitable for undergraduates and the interested reader alike. Sexual ethics and Islam is an essential tool for understanding modern Islam in today's increasingly sexualised world.

Sexual Ethics and Islam

2016-01-07

A two-volume encyclopedia set that examines the legacy, impact, and contributions of Muslim Americans to U.S. history.

Encyclopedia of Muslim-American History

2010

given the intense political scrutiny of Islam and Muslims which often centres on gendered concerns the Routledge handbook of Islam and gender is an outstanding reference source to key topics, problems, and debates in this exciting subject comprising over 30 chapters by a team of international contributors. The handbook is divided into seven parts, foundational texts in historical and
contemporary contexts sex sexuality and gender difference
gendered piety and authority political and religious displacements
negotiating law ethics and normativity vulnerability care and
violence in muslim families representation commodification and
popular culture these sections examine key debates and problems
including feminist and queer approaches to the qur an hadith
islamic law and ethics sufism devotional practice pilgrimage charity
female religious authority global politics of feminism material and
consumer culture masculinity fertility and the family sexuality
sexual rights domestic violence marriage practices and gendered
representations of muslims in film and media the routledge
handbook of islam and gender is essential reading for students and
researchers in religious studies islamic studies and gender studies
the handbook will also be very useful for those in related fields
such as cultural studies area studies sociology anthropology and
history

The Routledge Handbook of Islam and Gender

2020-11-09

following the events of september 11 2001 american muslims
found themselves under unprecedented scrutiny muslim
communities in the united states suffered from negative
representations of their religion but they also experienced
increased interest in aspects of their faith and cultures they seized
the opportunity to shape the intellectual contribution of american
muslims to contemporary muslim thought as never before muslim
women in particular often assumed to be silenced oppressed
members of their own communities challenged stereotypes through
their writing seeking to express what it means to be a muslim
woman in america and carrying out intra muslim debates about gender roles and women's participation in society hammer looks at the work of significant female american muslim writers scholars and activists using their writings as a lens for a larger discussion of muslim intellectual production in america and beyond centered on the controversial women led friday prayer in march 2005 hammer uses this event and its aftermath to address themes of faith community and public opinion tracing the writings of american muslim women since 1990 the author covers an extensive list of authors including amina wadud leila ahmed asma barlas riffat hassan mohja kahf azizah al hibri asra normani and asma gull hasan hammer deftly examines each author's writings demonstrating that the debates that concern american muslim women are at the heart of modern muslim debates worldwide while gender is the catalyst for hammer's study her examination of these women's intellectual output touches on themes central to contemporary islam authority tradition islamic law justice and authenticity

American Muslim Women, Religious Authority, and Activism

2012-08-24

in this volume 30 of the field's top scholars examine historical and contemporary aspects of american islam and explore the meaning of religious identity in the context of race ethnicity gender and politics
a much needed volume and a must read for educators addressing a challenging topic in a challenging time choice how can teachers introduce the subject of islam when daily headlines and social media disinformation can prejudice students perception of the subject should islam be taught differently in secular universities than in colleges with a clear faith based mission what are strategies for discussing islam and violence without perpetuating stereotypes the contributors of teaching islamic studies in the age of isis islamophobia and the internet address these challenges head on and consider approaches to islamic studies pedagogy islamophobia and violence and suggestions for how to structure courses these approaches acknowledge the particular challenges faced when teaching a topic that students might initially fear or distrust speaking from their own experience they include examples of collaborative teaching models reading and media suggestions and ideas for group assignments that encourage deeper engagement and broader thinking the contributors also share personal struggles when confronted with students including muslim students and parents who suspected the courses might have ulterior motives in an age of stereotypes and misrepresentations of islam this book offers a range of means by which teachers can encourage students to thoughtfully engage with the topic of islam abundant and useful references highly recommended choice

Teaching Islamic Studies in the Age of ISIS, Islamophobia, and the Internet
ranging from simple head scarf to full body burqa the veil is worn by vast numbers of muslim women around the world what is veiling explains one of the most visible controversial and least understood emblems of islam sahar amer s evenhanded approach is anchored in sharp cultural insight and rich historical context addressing the significance of veiling in the religious cultural political and social lives of muslims past and present she examines the complex roles the practice has played in history religion conservative and progressive perspectives politics and regionalism society and economics feminism fashion and art by highlighting the multiple meanings of veiling the book decisively shows that the realities of the practice cannot be homogenized or oversimplified and extend well beyond the religious and political accounts that are overwhelmingly proclaimed both inside and outside muslim majority societies neither defending nor criticizing the practice what is veiling clarifies the voices of muslim women who struggle to be heard and who veiled or not demand the right to live spiritual personal and public lives in dignity

What Is Veiling?

muslims have always been part of the united states but very little is known about how muslim americans practice their religion how do they pray what s it like to go on pilgrimage to mecca what rituals accompany the birth of a child a wedding or the death of a loved one what holidays do muslims celebrate and what charities do they support how do they learn about the qur an this book introduces
readers to the way islam is lived in the united states offering portraits of muslim american life passages ethical actions religious holidays prayer pilgrimage and other religious activities back cover

**The Practice of Islam in America**

2017-12-05

homosexuality is anathema to islam or so the majority of both believers and non believers suppose throughout the muslim world it is met with hostility where state punishments range from hefty fines to the death penalty likewise numerous scholars and commentators maintain that the qur an and hadith rule unambiguously against same sex relations this pioneering study argues that there is far more nuance to the matter than most believe in its narrative of lot the qur an could be interpreted as condemning lust rather homosexuality while some hadith are fiercely critical of homosexuality some are far more equivocal this is the first book length treatment to offer a detailed analysis of how islamic scripture jurisprudence and hadith can not only accommodate a sexually sensitive islam but actively endorse it

**Homosexuality in Islam**

2010-01-01

this book basis for jurisprudence and islamic rulings is the twenty first volume of a series of authoritative islamic books entitled islam questions and answers this volume deals with accountability
sources for Islamic rulings and Shari'ah innovations in religion and worship. The overall series discuss issues relevant to Islam and present accurate and reliable information based on the true beliefs and practices of the Prophet peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him and his companions. The objectives of the various books include 1) to teach and familiarize Muslims with various aspects of their religion, 2) to be a source for guiding people to Islam, and 3) to assist in solving the social and personal problems of the Muslims in an Islamic context. The books are directed towards Muslims and non-Muslims alike. Subject areas include but are not limited to Islamic Fiqh and Jurisprudence, Islamic History, Islamic Social Laws including marriage, divorce, contracts, and inheritance, Islamic Finance, Basic tenets and Aqeedah of the Islamic faith, and Tawheed. The books are compilations of questions and responses about Islam from both Muslims and non-Muslims. The responses are handled mainly by internationally renowned Islamic Shaykhs and scholars, including Shaykh Al Islam Ibn Taymiyah, Ibn Katheer Al Albaani, Shaykh Ibn Baaz, Ibn Al Jawzi, Ibn Al Qayyim Al Izz, Ibn Abd Al Salaam Al Nawawi, Shaykh Abd Al Kareem Al Khudayr, Al Dhahabi, Al Qurtubi, Al Sindi, Al Shawkaani, and Al Bastawi, using only authentic scholarly sources based on the Qur'an and Sunnah. References are provided where appropriate in the responses. The book provides the reader with cross references of other pertinent responses not necessarily in the same volume but also in other volumes of the series. However, each volume is complete in itself. The book records accurately the answers the contributing sheikhs and scholars gave to the questions put to them.

**Islam**
Islam the key concepts is a clear and concise guide to the religion and culture of Islam. Kecia Ali and Oliver Leaman explore this highly topical subject focusing on key issues including the Qur'an, faith, theology, gender, fundamentalism, martyrdom, jihad, Islam in America, Islam in Europe, and Islamic law. This is the ideal study resource and includes a comprehensive introduction, an alphabetical list of relevant terms fully cross-referenced, a short bibliographical guide, bibliography, and index. A glossary of all non-English terms is also provided.

Islam: The Key Concepts

2007-10-10

Using Islamic tradition as a resource, the poets, novelists, playwright, filmmaker, and illustrator in this study discover signs of God's creative actions amid the tensions of contemporary Muslim American identity.

In-Between Identities: Signs of Islam in Contemporary American Writing

2018-09-11

This book is a comprehensive introduction to the past and present of American Muslim communities. Chapters discuss demographics, political participation, media, cultural, and literary production.
conversion religious practice education mosque building interfaith dialogue and marriage and family as well as american muslim thought and sufi communities no comparable volume exists to date

The Cambridge Companion to American Islam

2013-08-12

how do you hook a millennial student into caring about women s issues when feminism has been declared dead for decades written in an engaging style that promotes critical thinking women s issues for a new generation is intended for freshman and sophomore level undergraduates who have never heard of mary wollstonecraft or anita hill the interdisciplinary text includes three major sections women in the u s women from diverse groups e g native american and disabled and women in the global arena it also stresses the inclusion of men in topics such as body image since women s issues are really issues that affect everyone other striking features included the contemporary debates e g war on women and hillary clinton s ambitions and the current issues such as human trafficking textbooks on gender and women s studies often emphasize theory with the assumption that students already know about women s history the pay gap and other basic information women s issues for a new generation serves as a reader friendly bridge to more advanced analysis of women and gender written by a social worker this textbook applies social work values and the strength perspective to anyone who is fighting gender inequality
both a dictionary and a glossary of terms that attempts to cover the entire field of Islam also included are brief biographies of eminent Muslims and Islamic scholars throughout the ages providing a ready reference to authorities normally cited

A Popular Dictionary of Islam

an in-depth look at how Muslim American organizations address domestic violence within their communities in peaceful families. Juliane Hammer chronicles and examines the efforts, stories, arguments, and strategies of individuals and organizations doing Muslim anti-domestic violence work in the United States. Looking at connections among ethical practices, gender norms, and religious interpretation, Hammer demonstrates how Muslim advocates mobilize a rich religious tradition in community efforts against domestic violence and identify religion and culture as resources or roadblocks to prevent harm and to restore family peace. Drawing on her interviews with Muslim advocates, service providers, and religious leaders, Hammer paints a vivid picture of the challenges such advocacy work encounters. The insecurities of American Muslim communities facing intolerance and Islamophobia lead to additional challenges in acknowledging and confronting problems of spousal abuse. Hammer reveals how Muslim anti-domestic violence workers combine the methods of the mainstream secular anti-domestic violence movement with Muslim perspectives and
interpretations identifying a range of Muslim anti domestic violence approaches hammer argues that at certain times and in certain situations it may be imperative to combat domestic abuse by endorsing notions of protective patriarchy even though service providers may hold feminist views critical of patriarchal assumptions hammer links Muslim advocacy efforts to the larger domestic violence crisis in the United States and shows how through extensive family and community networks advocates participate in and further debates about family gender and marriage in global Muslim communities highlighting the place of Islam as an American religion peaceful families delves into the efforts made by Muslim Americans against domestic violence and the ways this refashions the society at large

**Peaceful Families**

2019-09-03

this authoritative series discusses issues relevant to Islam and presents accurate and reliable information based on the true beliefs and practices of the Prophet and his companions world religions

**Basis for Jurisprudence and Islamic Rulings**

2007-01-01

rethinking Islamic studies upends scholarly roadblocks in post orientalist discourse within contemporary Islamic studies and
carves fresh inroads toward a robust new understanding of the discipline one that includes religious studies and other politically infused fields of inquiry editors carl w ernst and richard c martin along with a distinguished group of scholars map the trajectory of the study of islam and offer innovative approaches to the theoretical and methodological frameworks that have traditionally dominated the field in the volume s first section the contributors reexamine the underlying notions of modernity in the east and west and allow for the possibility of multiple and incongruent modernities this opens a discussion of fundamentalism as a manifestation of the tensions of modernity in muslim cultures the second section addresses the volatile character of islamic religious identity as expressed in religious and political movements at national and local levels in the third section contributors focus on muslim communities in asia and examine the formation of religious models and concepts as they appear in this region this study concludes with an afterword by accomplished islamic studies scholar bruce b lawrence reflecting on the evolution of this post orientalist approach to islam and placing the volume within existing and emerging scholarship rethinking islamic studies offers original perspectives for the discipline each utilizing the tools of modern academic inquiry to help illuminate contemporary incarnations of islam for a growing audience of those invested in a sharper understanding of the muslim world

**Rethinking Islamic Studies**

2012-11-27

the five daily prayers sal?t that constitute the second pillar of islam deeply pervade the everyday life of observant muslims until now
however no general study has analyzed the rules governing salát the historical dimensions of its practice and the rich variety of ways that it has been interpreted within the Islamic tradition. Marion Holmes Katz's richly textured book offers a broad historical survey of the rules, values, and interpretations relating to salát. This innovative study examines the different ways in which prayer has been understood in Islamic law, Sufi mysticism, and Islamic philosophy. Katz's book also goes beyond the spiritual realm to analyze the political dimensions of prayer, including scholars' concerns about the righteousness and piety of rulers. The last chapter raises significant issues around gender roles, including the question of women's participation in and leading public worship. This book will resonate with students of Islamic history and comparative religion.

**Prayer in Islamic Thought and Practice**

2013-04-29

Expanding the Gaze is a collection of important new empirical and theoretical works that demonstrate the significance of the gendered dynamics of surveillance.

**Expanding the Gaze**

2016-01-01

This unique work presents an extraordinary breadth of contemporary and historical views on Asian America and Pacific.
islanders conveyed through the voices of the men and women who lived these experiences over more than 150 years in 1848 the first wave of asian immigration arrived in the united states by the first decade of the 21st century asian americans were the nation’s fastest growing racial group through a far ranging array of primary source documents voices of the asian american and pacific islander experience shares what it was like for these diverse peoples to live and work in the united states for better and for worse organized chronologically by ethnicity the book covers a panoply of ethnic groups including recent asian immigrants and mixed race mixed heritage asian americans there is also a topical section that showcases views on everything from politics to class to gender dynamics underscoring that the asian american population is not nor has it ever been monolithic in choosing material the editors strove to make the volume as comprehensive as possible thus readers will discover documents written by transnational adopted and homosexual asian americans as well as documents written from particular religious positions

Voices of the Asian American and Pacific Islander Experience [2 volumes]

2012-02-13

starting with 19th century narratives of african american travelers to the holy land the following chapters probe islam’s role in urban social movements music and popular culture relations between african americans and muslim immigrants and the racial politics of american islam with the ongoing war in iraq
this book addresses the increasing role of queer politics within forms of islamophobia both by exploring the framing of lesbian gay bisexual and transgender LGBT issues as a key marker of western superiority and by identifying the ways in which Muslim homophobia contributes to this dialectic.

muslim women in contemporary north america is a provocative study of how strongly held and divergent opinions, values and beliefs as well as misconceptions, overgeneralizations and political agendas pertaining to Muslim women in the region enter the public frame of reference. Interrogating contested topics in a series of case studies from both Canada and the United States, this book probes below the surface in pursuit of deeper understanding and more productive dialogue. Chapters analyze controversies over clash literature, dissident reformists, female religious leadership, veils, and the nature of emancipation in a compelling examination of the ways in which Muslim American and Canadian identities and values are being defined, differentiated and projected by pinpointing both sources of dissonance and unexpected patterns of resonance among complex, composite, and at times overlapping identity constellations. This book uncovers the impact of controversies on broader cultural negotiations in the United States and Canada.
transforming controversy and cliché into genuine conversation
muslim women in contemporary north america is an invaluable
resource for scholars and students in the fields of islamic and
muslim studies gender studies international relations political
science and sociology

Muslim Women in Contemporary North America

2022-12-06

renowned subject experts michele a paludi and j harold ellens lead
readers through a detailed exploration of the feminist methods
issues and theoretical frameworks that have made women central
not marginal to religions around the world at a conference in 2013
gloria steinem noted that religion is the biggest problem facing
feminism today in this insightful volume a team of researchers
psychologists and religious leaders led by editors michele a paludi
and j harold ellens supply their expertise and informed opinions to
examine the problems spur understanding and pose solutions to
the conflicts between religion and women s rights thereby
advocating a global interest in justice and love for women
examples of subjects addressed include the pro life pro choice
debate feminism in new age thought and the complex intersections
of religion and feminism combined with gender race and ethnicity
the contributed work in this unique single volume book enables a
better understanding of how various religions view women both
traditionally and in the modern context and how feminist thinking
has changed the roles of women in some world religions readers
will come away with clear ideas about how religious cultures can
honor feminist values such as family friendly workplace policies
reproductive justice and pay equity and will be prepared to engage in conversation and constructive debate regarding how faith and feminism are interrelated today.

**Feminism and Religion**

2016-03-21

rather than accept that there is a single body of literature that can be labeled women’s writing this volume explores the ways in which twenty first century crises have problematized identity literature and narration.

**Women's Fiction and Post-9/11 Contexts**

2014-10-21

young muslim america explores the perspectives and identities of the american descendants of immigrant muslims and converts to islam whether their parents were new muslims or new americans the younger generations of muslim americans grow up bearing a dual heritage and are uniquely positioned to expound the meaning of both in this ethnographic study muna ali explores the role of young muslim americans within america and the ummah through four dominant narratives that emerge from discussions about and among muslims cultural differences purportedly cause an identity crisis among young muslims torn between seemingly irreconcilable islamic and western heritages additionally culture presumably contaminates a pure islam and underlies all that divides muslim
america's diverse subgroups some propose creating an american muslim culture and identity to overcome these challenges but in this historical moment when muslims have become america's newest problem people and political wedge some americans are suspicious of this identity and fear a muslim cultural takeover and the islamization of america situating these discussions in the fields of identity immigration american studies and the anthropology of islam ali examines how younger muslims see themselves their faith community and their society and how that informs their daily life and helps them envision an american future

Young Muslim America

2018-01-08

progressive religious tells the story of the emerging progressive religious movement in america through an analysis of over 80 in depth interviews with contemporary religious leaders including nationally known figures such as rabbis david saperstein and michael lerner revs jim wallis and brian mclaren feisal abdul rauf eboo patel kecia ali lama surya das robert thurman and e j dionne

Progressive & Religious

2008-07-25

interviews with young muslims in chicago explore the complexity of identities formed at the crossroads of islam and hip hop this groundbreaking study of race religion and popular culture in the
21st century United States focuses on a new concept Muslim cool. Muslim cool is a way of being an American Muslim displayed in ideas, dress, social activism in the hood and in complex relationships to state power constructed through hip hop and the performance of blackness. Muslim cool is a way of engaging with the black American experience by both black and non-black young Muslims that challenges racist norms in the U.S. as well as dominant ethnic and religious structures within American Muslim communities. Drawing on over two years of ethnographic research, Su Ad Abdul Khabeer illuminates the ways in which young and multiethnic U.S. Muslims draw on blackness to construct their identities as Muslims. This is a form of critical Muslim self-making that builds on interconnections and intersections rather than divisions between black and Muslim. Thus by countering the notion that blackness and the Muslim experience are fundamentally different, Muslim cool poses a critical challenge to dominant ideas that Muslims are foreign to the United States and puts blackness at the center of the study of American Islam. Yet Muslim cool also demonstrates that connections to blackness made through hip hop are critical and contested because they push back against the pervasive phenomenon of anti-blackness and contested because questions of race, class, gender, and nationality continue to complicate self-making in the United States.

**Muslim Cool**

2016-12-06

This three-volume set is a rich resource for readers in any discipline interested in understanding the global, regional, and domestic experiences of LGB people. This interdisciplinary set makes a vital
contribution to understanding how lgb rights are progressing and in some cases regressing around the globe the three volumes look at the lived experiences of lgb people from varied perspectives and provide comprehensive coverage on a wide variety of topics ranging from lgb youth and lgb aging to the approaches to lgb people of different religions including islam judaism and christianity chapters focus on topics including the ongoing criminalization of same sex sexual conduct and how international human rights law can be used to improve the lives of lgb people particular attention is paid to the rights of bisexuals a group often ignored in works focusing on sexual orientation volume 1 focuses on history politics and culture relating to lgb people volume 2 focuses on the laws domestic and international governing lgb people and volume 3 provides snapshots of the current state of lgb experience in countries worldwide presented by geographical region europe the americas africa the middle east and the asia pacific region

Worldwide Perspectives on Lesbians, Gays, and Bisexuals

2021-01-26

this book considers the methods used to derive the judgements of the law from the qur an demonstrating in detail the various methods used both linguistic and otherwise in interpreting the legal verses

The Origins of Islamic Law
the new encyclopedia of islam is written by a scholar for the general reader and researcher without assuming any prior knowledge of the subject detailed cross references lead the reader into deeper knowledge of islam whatever his starting point many quotations and hitherto untranslated prayers support the religious and philosophical entries

**The New Encyclopedia of Islam**

2001

ifes published this quarterly magazine from 2004 2006 for scholars and practitioners interested in democratic development each issue addresses current affairs in the field of democracy promotion

**Books Out Loud**

2004

this work includes 1000 entries covering the spectrum of defining women in the contemporary world

**Democracy at Large**

2005
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